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The PAVE! System is for individuals or corporations who would like to enhance their personal 

impact and presentation skills performance by learning to use their body, voice and mind set 

cohesively to create a compelling impact. 

Through a unique five stage framework, The PAVE! System will prepare and arm you to take on the 

most challenging situations. 

Private Consultations: 

5 x 1 hour, one to one sessions that can be carried out remotely or face to face. The coachee will 

gain invaluable techniques in presentation skills and personal impact. Strategies acquired are 

activatable back in the work place and people do report immediate differences and 

improvements.  

The coachee will also receive an initial assessment, ongoing evaluation, a personalised toolkit 

and finally a progress report. We define your unique abilities and help you overcome your current 

challenges to improve your overall performance. 

Techniques and Tools: 

The techniques will be taught in a safe environment. Through a series of interactive exercises, we 

will identify key areas to help improve communication and presentation skills. The tools used will 

highlight the importance of combining body, voice and (most importantly) mind-set. This is 

invaluable when presenting to colleagues, leaders or when interviewing for a role.  

The PAVE! System is paramount to success and will equip the coachee with some vital tools which 

will maximise performance both on a personal and professional level. 

So why chose The PAVE! System: 

With over 20 years of professional experience in acting and training corporate executives, Rina 

Mahoney has developed The PAVE! System to deliver tools and techniques to improve 

presentation skills and personal impact. 

As a successful professional actress who has worked with companies of the calibre of The Royal 

Shakespeare Company and the BBC, she has spent over two decades competing for roles and 

learning to present herself in the most effective way. 

The Pave! System will help you to present your ideas in the most authentic and passionate way 

and aid you to become the most dynamic professional you can be right now and in the years to 

come. 

 


